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Fluorinated diamond-like carbon (F-DLC) films were prepared by radio frequency plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
technique with CF

4
and CH

4
as source gases under different deposition conditions. The chemical bonding structure and

composition of the films were detected by Raman, Fourier transform infrared absorption spectrometry (FTIR), and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) characterization. The micromorphology and surface roughness of the film were observed and
analyzed by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The results indicated that all the prepared films presented a diamond-like carbon
structure. The relative content of fluorine in the films increased, containing more CF

2
groups. The ratio of hybrid structure sp3/sp2

decreased. The surface roughness of the films increased when the gas flow ratio 𝑅 (𝑅 =CF
4
/[CH
4
+CF
4
]) or the deposition power

increased. The contact angle of water with the surface of the F-DLC film was measured with a static drop-contact angle/surface
tension measuring instrument. The hydrophobic property of the F-DLC films was found to be dependent on the sp2 structure,
fluorine content, and surface roughness of the films. The contact angle increased when the relative content of fluorine in the films
and sp2 content increased, whereas the contact angle first increased and then decreased with the surface roughness.

1. Introduction

In recent years, fluorinated amorphous carbon film (a-C:F)
has attracted the attention of researchers for its application as
a film with a low dielectric constant [1–3], a self-lubricating
and low friction resistance film [4, 5], an antireflection film
with low refractive index and small dispersion, or a protective
film against strong ultraviolet absorption [6, 7]. Carbon
atoms form chemical bonds via three different hybridizations,
namely, sp1, sp2, and sp3, in amorphous carbon, including
diamond-like carbon (DLC) film, graphite-like carbon (GLC)
film, and polymer-like carbon (PLC) film. Fluorinated DLC
(F-DLC) film is a new fluorinated amorphous carbon mate-
rial that combines the properties of both the DLC film and
the a-C:F film, and this material has a broad application
prospect [8–13]. The sp1 content in the F-DLC film is very

low. Therefore, the properties of the film mainly depend
on the relative content of sp3 bonding of DLC and sp2
bonding of GLC. Compared with DLC films, the physical
properties of the films are changed by the introduction of
strongly electronegative fluorine due to their compositions
and chemical bonding structures. Many researchers focus on
the electronic and optical properties of F-DLC films. How-
ever, existing studies rarely dealt with other characteristics of
F-DLC films (e.g., hydrophobicity, biological compatibility),
which are expected to be applicable in the field of medicine
[14–17]. An F-DLC film and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
are very much alike in terms of their hydrophobic property,
as both have a C-F

2
group. The poor mechanical properties

of PTFE and its loose combination with the substrate limit
its application under certain conditions (e.g., surgical scalpel,
heart stent) [18, 19]. F-DLC films have consequently become
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a new area of research interest because of their good biocom-
patibility, antibacterial adhesion, mechanical properties, and
hydrophobic properties.

This paper investigated the relationship among the chem-
ical bonding structure, composition, surface morphology,
and hydrophobic properties of F-DLC films prepared under
different gas flow ratios 𝑅 (𝑅 = CF

4
/[CH
4
+CF
4
]). The

findings of this research are of significant reference value for
F-DLC films applied in clinical medicine.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of F-DLCFilms. Theradio frequency plasma-
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) equipment
used in the experiment was designed and developed by
Shenyang Scientific Instruments Co., Ltd. at the Chinese
Academy of Sciences. CF

4
andCH

4
were used as source gases,

whereas Ar was used as a working gas. The total gas flow was
45 sccm, whereas that of Ar was kept at 5 sccm. The deposi-
tion temperature was 100∘C, whereas the deposition power
and gas flow ratio 𝑅 (𝑅 = CF

4
/[CH
4
+ CF
4
]) were changed.

The total gas pressure was controlled at approximately 5.5 Pa
during the experimental process. Monocrystal silicon (100)
surface used as substrate was soaked and ultrasonically
cleaned in acetone, alcohol, and deionizedwater for 20min to
remove organic contamination and natural oxidation layers
from the surface. The background pressure was 1.0 × 10−3 Pa.
Prior to deposition, the substrate surface was first bombarded
for 15min at a power of 100w in an Ar atmosphere.

2.2. Structure, Composition, and Micromorphological Charac-
terization of F-DLC Films. Raman is a common technique
that uses a Raman spectrum to characterize and detect the sp
hybrids of carbon-basedmaterial. In this paper, the scattering
spectra of the films prepared under different flow ratios were
tested by Dilor LabRam Infinity (the wavelength of the laser
is 632.8 nm), and the relative content of sp hybridizations
in the films was detected. The chemical bonding structure
of the films was analyzed with a Fourier transform infrared
absorption spectrometry (FTIR; NEXUS470). The surface
structures of the films were performed to characterize by
an X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Microlab 310-F).
Variations in micromorphology and surface roughness of the
films under different flow ratios were observed by an atomic
force microscopy (AFM; SOLVER P47).

2.3. Surface Energy Analysis and Contact Angle Measurement
of the Films. The contact angle between a liquid and a solid
surface is amanifestation of hydrophobic property.The size of
the contact angle is determined by the surface free energy.The
interfacial total energy remains constant when the interface
between liquid and solid is stable, that is, satisfying Young’s
equation [16]:

𝑟
𝑠V = 𝑟𝑠𝑙 + 𝑟 cos 𝜃𝑒, (1)

where 𝑟
𝑠V and 𝑟𝑠𝑙 are the surface energy of the solid and liquid,

respectively, 𝑟 is the interfacial tension between the solid and
liquid, and 𝜃

𝑒
is the contact angle.The contact angle of a liquid
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Figure 1: Raman spectra of the F-DLC films prepared with various
values of 𝑅.

and a solid can be large or zero (complete wetting) because
of the strong polarization of a solid. The above equation
expressed in terms of polarization has the following form:

cos 𝜃
𝑒
=
2𝑎
𝑠

𝑎
𝑙

− 1, (2)

where 𝑎
𝑠
and 𝑎

𝑙
are the polarization of the solid and liquid,

respectively. The contact angle with polar liquid molecules
increases as the surface free energy decreases. The contact
angle between water and the film was measured by a
JC2000C3 static drop-contact angle/surface tension measur-
ing instrument.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Chemical Bonding Structure and Composition of the Films.
Figure 1 is the Raman spectrum of the F-DLC films deposited
under different 𝑅 (deposition power 100w). The 𝑅 values are
0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, and the corresponding thicknesses of the
films are 96.7 nm, 101.8 nm, and 104.5 nm, respectively. The
presence of peaks𝐷 and𝐺 demonstrates that all the prepared
films had diamond-like carbon structures. Lorentzian fitting
was performed by resolving the spectrum into peaks to study
the effect of 𝑅 on hybrid structure sp in films. The band
positions 𝜔

𝐷
and 𝜔

𝐺
of peaks 𝐷 and 𝐺, as well as the

integrated intensity ratios of two peaks 𝐼
𝐷
/𝐼
𝐺
for each spectral

line, are listed in Table 1. The position of peak 𝐺 is relatively
stable, whereas peak 𝐷 shifts toward a higher frequency
under different R. According to the model of Beeman et al.
[20], the information on bond angle disorder and bonding
structure is contained in the peak position. Bond angle
disorder and a certain number of coordination bonds result
in the shifting toward a lower frequency of peaks 𝐺 and 𝐷.
The shift toward a higher frequency on the Raman spectrum
indicates that the bond angle disorder is eliminated to some
extent. The value of 𝐼

𝐷
/𝐼
𝐺
gradually increasing with 𝑅 is

known.The increasing 𝐼
𝐷
/𝐼
𝐺
indicates that the sp2 content of
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Table 1: Variation of peak position, width, and 𝐼
𝐷
/𝐼
𝐺
ratio obtained by Raman spectroscopy.

Gas flow ratio 𝑅 𝐷 band 𝐺 band
𝐼
𝐷
/𝐼
𝐺Position 𝜔

𝐷
(cm−1) Width Position 𝜔

𝐺
(cm−1) Width

0.25 1389.6 251.7 1572.5 102.8 1.70
0.50 1401.8 318.4 1574.5 101.5 4.19
0.75 1407.1 356.3 1574.6 107.7 5.17
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Figure 2: FTIR spectra of the F-DLC films prepared with various values of 𝑅 (deposition power 100w).

bonded carbon increased in the film and that graphitization
occurred in accordancewith the reverse correlation of sp3/sp2
and 𝐼
𝐷
/𝐼
𝐺
[21, 22].

The FTIR absorption peaks of the diamond-like structure
had a wave number of 900 cm−1 to 1400 cm−1. For the main
absorption peaks, 1030, 1070, 1160, and 1260 cm−1 corre-
sponded to the C-C, CF, CF

2
(SS), and CF

2
(AS) absorption

peaks, respectively [7, 23, 24]. The FTIR spectra (900 cm−1
to 1400 cm−1 range) of the F-DLC films deposited under
different 𝑅 are shown in Figure 2. The shape of three curves
varied greatly by changing the𝑅, indicating that the effect of𝑅
on the structure and composition of the film was significant.

The Gaussian fitting of the infrared spectra revealed that
the C-C absorption peaks gradually weakened, whereas CF

2

absorption peaks were enhanced slightly. CF absorption
peaks were significantly enhanced as 𝑅 increased. In this
process, the mesh structure of carbon in the film was partly
fractured with the increase of 𝑅, with some carbon atoms
being substituted by fluorine atoms. Thus, fluorine ions
were effectively incorporated into the film. Generally, the
C-F
𝑥
(𝑥 = 1, 2) vibration peak of the film on the FTIR

spectra exhibited a shift toward a higher frequency as the 𝑅
increased. This relationship may be attributed to the many
fluorine-containing groups in plasma participating in the
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Figure 3: Typical XPS spectrum of the films. Illustration: deconvo-
lution of the XPS C1s peaks of the films.
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Figure 4: Liquid droplet on the surface ofDLCfilms before and after
F doped: (a) DLC films; (b) F-DLC films.

deposition of the film in the vacuum chamber when 𝑅
increased, resulting in an increase of fluorine content. As the
concentration of strongly electronegative fluorine atoms in
the film increased, the vibration peaks shifted toward a higher
frequency.The relative concentration of F atom in the film can
simultaneously be estimated according to FTIR spectral lines
and to the following Beer equation [10, 24]:

𝑛
𝑥
= 𝐴∫
𝛼 (𝜔)

𝜔
𝑑𝜔, (3)

where 𝑛
𝑥
is the atomic relative concentration of F, 𝛼(𝜔) is the

absorption coefficient at 𝜔, and 𝐴 is constant.
Figure 3 shows the typical XPS spectrum for the films

deposited at 𝑅 = 0.5. The peaks of the XPS spectrum at
287.5 eV, 402.2 eV, 535.0 eV, and 689.2 eV can be due to the
photoelectrons exited from the C1s, N1s, O1s, and F1s levels,
respectively [25]. The O1s peak in the films may come from
the H

2
O in the vacuum chamber before deposition. The

illustration of Figure 3 shows the Gaussian fitting analysis
curves of C1s peaks. The C1s peak was assumed to consist of
two peaks, the sp3 peak and sp2 peak [25], and we can obtain
the values of the sp3/sp2.

3.2. Hydrophobic Property of the Films. The contact angles
of water with the DLC film surface before and after fluorine
doping are presented in Figure 4. The contact angle clearly
increased after fluorine doping in the DLC film. Thus, the
hydrophobic property significantly improved.

Figure 5 shows the surface roughness of the films as a
function of the gas flow ratio. With increasing gas flow ratio,
the surface roughness of the films increases from 1.93 to 2.02,
and this shows that the gas flow ratio has little effect on the
surface roughness of the films. The hydrophobic property of
the F-DLC film is affected by chemical bonding structure and
composition. The changes of the contact angle with 𝑅 are
plotted in Figure 6.The contact angle largely depended on the
change of𝑅.The contact angle sharply increased with𝑅when
the value of𝑅was less than 0.75. However, the increase rate of
the contact angle slowed down when 𝑅was greater than 0.75.
The curve b in Figure 6 represents the relationship between
the contact angle of water with the F-DLC film and the
change of relative fluorine content in the film.We can see that
the contact angle rapidly increased first and then gradually
rose as the concentration of fluorine increased. Given the
presence of CF and CF

2
, which are main groups that affect

the hydrophobic property of the film, the increase of fluorine
content per unit volume caused the fluorine atoms to migrate
because of the small interactions between fluorine atoms.
Thus, the fluorine atoms easily concentrated on the surface,
leading to the rapid decline of surface energy. In addition,
the surface energy of the compounds formed by CF

𝑥
was far

lesser than that of the water.The lower the surface free energy
of the materials was, the higher the hydrophobic property of
the film and the greater the contact angle became. Therefore,
the contents of CF and CF

2
increased and the surface energy

decreased with improved hydrophobic property and a higher
contact angle as the 𝑅 increased. On the other hand, 𝐼

𝐷
/𝐼
𝐺

increased with 𝑅 increasing, and sp3/sp2 ratio decreased.The
graphite content sp2 hybridized relative increased.The typical
three-dimensional diamond-like films transformed into two-
dimensional polymeric structure. The polarity of the films
decreased, and polarization intensity decreased. It leads to
the film easily by water infiltration, and the contact angle
becomes large.

The mechanism behind the lotus effect is the cells on
lotus leaf surface having a micro-/nanodual-scale struc-
ture of papillae and the surface microstructure containing
hydrophobic wax resinite [26]. Therefore, from the bionic
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Figure 5: Surface roughness of the films as a function of gas flow
ratio 𝑅.
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point of view, changing the surface roughness of the film
can improve its hydrophobic property. Figure 7 shows the
AFM micrographs under different deposition powers when
𝑅 = 0.75, from which the surface roughness of the film
can be obtained. The thickness of the films deposited under
100w and 250w is 104.5 nm and 181.6 nm, respectively. The
curves of deposition power plotted against surface roughness
and contact angle are given in Figure 8. The contact angle
of water with the film surface first increased and then
decreased to some extent. Furthermore, the contact angle
reached the maximum 110.3∘ when the deposition power was
100w. The reason for such variation pattern is that the film
deposited had a smoother surface at a low deposition power
and that the film surface presented a micro-/nanodual-scale
when the deposition power was approximately 100w. When
the deposition power continued to increase, the etching of
grains on the film surface increased as well, thereby causing
a micro-/nanodual-scale change. Some projection packets
appear on the film surface. As a result, the surface became
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Figure 7: AFM 3D image of F-DLC films prepared at (a) 100w and
(b) 250w.
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Figure 8: Curve (a): surface roughness as a function of deposition
power. Curve (b): contact angle as a function of deposition power.

rougher and contained more defects, and the contact angle
decreased.

4. Conclusion

The hydrophobic properties of F-DLC films mainly depend
on the chemical bonding structure of the film surface, the
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fluorine content in the film, polarization, and the surface
roughness of the film.The content of weakly polarized radical
CF
2
increased with the increase of𝑅, and the fluorine content

in the films increased.Thus, the surface energy decreased and
polarization was reduced. The resulting higher contact angle
between the F-DLC film and water and the higher content
of sp2 indicated that wetting worsened. In the preparation
process, the contact angle increased with an increasing gas
flow ratio; the surface roughness increased, whereas the
contact angle first increased and then slightly decreased as the
deposition power increased.
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